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Abstra t
While Freenet has laudable design goals of being an anonymous, distributed, le distribution network,
these goals stand as a dire t obsta le to the eÆ ient sear hing of Freenet. Currently Freenet does not even
have true sear h fun tionality let an alone an eÆ ient me hanism to arry out sear hing. In this paper we
do ument the obsta les to implementing a sear hing system for Freenet and propose several solutions to
this problem. We implemented our solutions and used performan e metri s to ompare them.
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Introdu tion

tiple les under a single le name. This feature is not
urrently supported by Freenet, so we have implemented a method that ir umvents this requirement
whi h we will all the Base Enumeration method and
designed another method but have not implemented
whi h we all the Lightweight Indire t File (LIF)
method.
In the rest of this paper we des ribe the problem
in more detail, dis uss past related work, and outline our goals. Afterwards, we propose our solutions,
des ribe their bene ts and drawba ks, and show our
preliminary test results.

Freenet is a distributed, anonymous, information
storage system[1℄. It is designed su h that no one
an tell who inserted les or who is reading those
les. In addition, it is ompletely distributed and deentralized; all nodes are ompletely equal. No one
node has authority over another, and there is no entralized ontrol[2℄. These are all desirable features
for a system made to ombat information restri tion,
but unfortunately they also make building an indexed
sear h system for Freenet rather diÆ ult. There are
existing solutions for sear hing Freenet but we nd
them inadequate, and on i t with the original spirit
of Freenet[3℄.
We have developed several systems that enable keyword sear hing in Freenet, all of whi h are aligned
with the original goals of Freenet. They are ananymous, de entralized, redundant and s alable, and require little or no hange to the existing Freenet arhite ture.
Our rst s heme whi h we all the Indire t File
method was rst des ribed in Clarke's paper[1℄. It
maps a given keyword to a set of indire t les. Ea h
of those indire t les point to the a tual le that
mat hes the keyword. The indire t les are named
as a fun tion of their keyword, so given a keyword,
one would know the names of the indire t les.
Our se ond s heme whi h we all the Summary
method builds on the rst, but instead of using a
single indire t le for ea h mat hing do ument, the
indire t les ould be aggregated together. These
larger les ontain many pointers to les mat hing a
given keyword.
These s hemes depend on the ability to insert mul-

2 Ba kground
The problem of sear hing through distributed information networks has been solved in the past, but the
properties of Freenet make it both a new and interesting problem. Existing sear h me hanisms annot
fun tion in Freenet be ause of its widespread use of
anonymity and en ryption.
The simplest approa h to the sear h problem is to
reate a entralized learing house for keyword listings. All les would be listed there, in luding their
keywords and lo ations. This would allow queries
to be answered dire tly by the entral servi e. This
ar hite ture provides fast sear hes and a urate results. Unfortunately, there is little sense of entrality
in Freenet; all nodes are essentially equal. In addition, it adds a single point of failure; it is possible to atta k the entral servi e and prevent queries
from being answered. Sin e Freenet is designed to
be de entralized, we would like the sear hing system
to also be de entralized, ruling out the entralized
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en rypted string without ever de rypting the data[6℄.
Sear hing systems have been devised for distributed le storage mediums su h as Napster and
Gnutella. Napster uses the entralized indexing strategy. Sear h queries are sent to the indexing servers
where keywords are mat hed against les shared by
individual nodes. This ar hite ture is very simple and
performs well, but it isolates a single point of failure,
namely the Napster[7℄ indexing servers. Their vulnerability has been shown by the re ent legal a tion
taken against Napster's network[8℄. Gnutella[9℄ does
without a entral lo ation to store index les; it uses
the broad ast query te hnique. This system depends
on ea h node knowing the ontents stored on it.

sear h ar htite ture.
Another simple solution would be for ea h node to
broad ast a query to neighboring nodes for the keyword being sear hed. In response, ea h node would
either forward the request to its neighbors, reply with
mat hing do uments, or reply with a failure message.
Unfortunately, Freenet annot use this solution beause ea h individual Freenet node has no idea what
information it is storing as all the data is en rypted on
disk. Only the requestor is able to de rypt the data
that he is requesting. In addition, the requestor annot nd out whi h node a retrieved le was stored on.
This means that the individual Freenet nodes annot
answer queries about what les they are sharing.
In addition, the names of the les are not the a tual names of les. Instead Freenet referen es les
through a one way hash of the plaintext names of
les. This means that sear hes annot be performed
on the names of les.
Regardless of these onstraints, it is useful to have
a keyword sear hing system for Freenet. Information
ould be found readily by sear hing, rather than by
ex hanging keys, or through word of mouth. At the
same time, we would like to uphold the ideals used
when designing Freenet itself.
The urrent solutions to this sea hing problem are
inadequete, or rather are not real sear h me hanisms.
They are des ribled later in the related work se tion.

3
3.1

3.2

Existing Solutions for Freenet

One proposed solution to Freenet sear hing is outlined in Ian Clarke's Freenet Paper[1℄; it des ribes a
system that uses Lightweight Indire t Files that are
allowed to have key on i ts. These LIF les would
be named a ording to keywords, and they would
ontain CHKs pointing to les relating to the keywords in the LIFs' tags. This system depends on
Freenet support for LIFs, but those are not yet supported.
The existing solutions for sear hing Freenet are
websites devoted to key listings[3℄; these are websites
that list Freenet keys. People who insert les into
Freenet an add their keys to these lists for the publi to see and sear h through. We nd this solution
in onsistent with the goals of Freenet be ause it relies
on a entral repository, whi h is vulnerable to atta k,
and is not anonymous.

Related Work
Sear hability of Existing Peer to
Peer Networks

Re ently many attempts have been made to reate
distributed le systems. Among the more famous 4 Design Goals
ones are Napster, Gnutella, and Freenet. But there
are many more in luding CuteMX, File Rogue, File- Our goals in designing a sear h system are as follows:
topia, Freebase, KaZaA, Mojo Nation, Ohaha!, Ri  Anonymity: Sin e the designers of Freenet took
share, S our, SongSpy, and Swapoo just to name a
so mu h are to enfor e anonymity for both pubfew. Ea h one has a di erent avor, with various
lishers and readers in Freenet, we would like to
strengths and weaknesses. Some are ompletely demaintain this property in any sear hing system
entralized, some have di erent types of nodes, and
we develop for it.
some are more se ure than others.
 De entralization: Another one of Freenet's goals
Also, re ently there have been a rop of large diswas de entralization. We would like to avoid any
tributed lesystems and persistent data store te hkind of entralized stru ture in our sear hing sysnologies su h as O eanStore[4℄ and Freehaven[5℄
tems.
whi h use many of the same te hniques as Freenet to
provide thier servi e. O eanStore, for example uses
 S alable: We would like the sear hing system to
a system where ea h le an be repli ated thoughs ale with Freenet.
out the network allowing ea h server to have a opy
of a do ument. O ean store also mentions the abil EÆ ient: Obviously, we would like the sear h
ity to sear h through an en rypted do ument for an
system to be eÆ ient in terms of bandwidth
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used, time required for insert and sear h operations, and the number of messages passed for
ea h operation.
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The enumeration method is a simple way to simulate the ability to insert multiple les under the same
name without making major hanges to Freenet.
Changes only have to be made to the Freenet Client.
The main idea of this approa h is to append numbers to the end of a lename. To insert a le under
a ertain lename, one would insert the le under a
name with the lename and a number that has not
been used yet for this lename. To request a le with
this lename, one would request the le under a name
that ontained the lename with a number that exists
on the le system.
To insert a le one ould simply enumerate through
all the numbers starting from 0 until one doesn't get
a ollision. For example, suppose we wanted to insert
a le under the lename freenet. We would rst try
freenet#0, then, if there was a ollision we would try
freenet#1 and so on until we get a miss. Upon a miss,
we insert the le with the name we missed on.
To request a le or multiple les one ould get the
les either by starting from 0 and ount up to the
number of les desired or by enumerating from 0 until
the rst miss and then enumerating down from the
miss. The rst method gets the oldest les and is not
as desirable. The se ond method gets the newest les
and is more useful although more ostly. From now
on we will assume that we always want the newest
les.
There are three major drawba ks to this method.
One drawba k is that to insert a le and to request
the newest le, one would need to nd the highest
numbered name for that les. This makes getting
a le very slow. This is essentially a linear sear h
that takes O(n) time where n is the highest number
for that le. Another major problem is that if les
are purged from the system or if one of the lower
sequen ed les be omes unavailible, one will not be
able to orre tly sear h for the highest numbered le.
He end his sear h after querying for the unavailible
le.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Sequential and Binary Probing through 50 existing les
followed by a binary sear h. We rst try numbers
exponentially (i.e. 0; 1; 2; 4; 8; 16; : : :) until we get a
miss. Then, supposing we miss on k , we then do a
binary sear h from k2 to k to nd the highest number.
A miss would denote that the highest number should
be lower than the urrent number being tested, and
a hit would denote the opposite.

5.1.2 LIF Method

Lightweight Indire t Files are another way to solve
the name ollision problem. This method is mu h
more ompli ated and requires major hanges to the
underlying ar hite ture for Freenet. Both the Server
and the Client need to be modi ed. However, with
this new power we are able to eliminate the ineÆien ies of the enumeration method. Namely, we an
simply hange the system so that we an insert multiple les under the same name.
To insert a le, one would not he k for any ollisions. A server upon re eiving this request would
store multiple les that are referred to by the same
lename and possibly pass on this request so that the
le may be dupli ated.
To request a le, one would send a request to a
sever with a lename and the number of desired les.
Server A upon re eiving this request would get all the
les that orrespond to this lename up to the number requested. If the request an be satis ed, server
A sends the
les ba k to the node that made the request. If server A is unable to satisfy this request, it
forwards the request along with a list of CHK's for
the les that it has found so far. The next server
B would try to ful ll this request while making sure
that there are no dupli ates. If the request an be
Binary Sear h Optimization In an attempt to sats ed, server B sends the les that it has found
speed up sear h, one ould do an exponential sear h (without dupli ates) to server A. If the request an
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6.899, the other would have the name freenet . Both

would ontain the name of the data le, a pointer to
the data le, and a list of the keywords to be assoiated with this le. The advantage of putting the
other keywords in the indire t le is that to do an
AND sear h one would only have to get les for one
keyword, and then do the operation lo ally. By using these indire t les one would be able to nd the
Freenet paper only by knowing any of the keywords
may be asso iated with it.
Of ourse we would want to asso iate multiple les
with the same keyword. That is where we use the
ability to insert multiple les under the same name.
Suppose that we also wanted to insert the Freenet
presentation under the name freenet presentation.
We would then be able to insert more indire t les
with the same names of 6.899 and freenet . Thus,
when one sea hes for les under the keyword freenet
or 6.899, one would nd pointers to two data les.
The main problem with this is that there are too
many les to handle and thus the system does not
s ale very well. There is anothre major problem.
Files stay in Freenet as long as they are sear hed for.
And these indire t les are onstantly being sear hed
for, while the a tual le ontaining the data may not,
and may be eventually purged. This leads to a lot of
broken links that may never go away.

- Data File

Figure 2: Indire t File Stru ture
not be sats ed, then server B also forwards the request with the list of CHK's for les that represents
the ombination of unique les that both server A and
B
olle tively have. This goes one until the request
is sats ed or when hops to live is zero. Eventually
all the les found should return to the node that requested these les.
The main advantage of LIFs is that one does not
need to sear h for the highest numbered le, thus
inserts and requests an happen immediately without
any kind of sear h. Of ourse one may have to go to
many nodes to get multiple les, but this too will be
mu h faster sin e one an essentially request multiple
les at on e instead of iterating through the numbers.
An added bonus of this is that the time to omplete a
ertain sear h is not adversely a e ted by the number
of les on the system. The performan e may a tually
improve if there are more les on the system sin e
they are now easier to nd. In the Enumeration ase,
the more les are on the sysetem, the longer it takes
to sear h for the highest numbered le. One side
e e t of this though is that only the losest les are
returned and not the newest keys.
5.2

5.2.2 Summary Method
To improve on having just indire t les, we propose
the summary method. The basi idea behind this
method is to have all the inserted indire t keyword
les be dated and to summarize them by keyword and
date into summary les unless it is today. The reason
is that more indire t les an be added for today, so
we don't want to reate the summary for today until
the day is over. The summary will ontain entries
whi h will be the ontents of the indire t les that
this summary is summarizing. The summary method
attempts provide solutions to three major problems.
The rst is that it redu es the number of les that
need to be retrieved, thus greatly redu ing the sear h
time. Se ond, it allows a notion of absolute time, and
is espe ially useful for LIFs whi h have no ability to
di erentiate newer les from older ones. Lastly, it
allows pointers to purged les or unused les to be
eventually purged also.
To insert an indire t le, instead of just inserting on the keyword, one would also atta h a date
to it. For example, instead of freenet we would use
freenet 12/09/2000. An indire t le will be inserted
whenever someone su esfully inserts a new le or
when a le from a previous day has been su esfully

Sear h Problem

5.2.1 Multiple Indire t Files
One way to implement sear h on Freenet is to insert
indire t les under the keywords that one wants to be
asso iated with the data le. This requires a user to
supply a list of keywords for a le to be inserted under
upon a le insert. Then, a series of keyword les will
be inserted under those given keywords, ea h of whi h
point to the le ontaining the a tual data. Then a
sear h would be done by getting for those keyword
les for the keywords that one wants to sear h under,
ea h of whi h will then point to a le that ontains
data related to those keywords.
For example, if we wanted freenet paper to be inserted under 6.899 and freenet, we would insert two
indire t les. One indire t le would have the name
4
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Figure 3: Keyword to Indire t Files
retrieved. The e e t of this is that the indire t les
for any day will only ontain les that we know to
be on the system on that day. This will be a good
property if we want to make sure links to old les will
be eventually purged.
To retreive a le is more ompli ated (See gure).
The user must request a list of keywords, a date
range, and the number of results desired. The keywords are assumed to be for an AND sear h. The
algorithm runs in a loop until all the indire t le data
for those keywords and that date range has been obtained, either by getting summary les or by getting
the indire t les themselves. It starts from today and
goes ba k in time. For today, it simply gets indire t
les up to the number requested. As long as we have
not gotten more results than desired or passed the
date range we ontinue to run this loop. For ea h
date, sear h for the summary le for that day. If it
exists, get it and ontinue onto the next date. If it
does not exist, pool all of the indire t les for that
day and put it into a summary le and insert it into
Freenet.
Despite it's obvious advantages, there are also some
drawba ks. The most threatening is that people an
make bogus summaries. Sin e there is no idea of one
sour e being more trusted than another. Anyone an
insert a summary for a keyword and date. One partial
solution to this is to allow multiple summaries to be
inserted under the same keyword and date. And one
simply gets all of them and dis ard the ones that are
garbage if they an tell them apart. If it is garbage
they may want to pool all the keywords for that day
and insert a orre t summary. Although, this seems
like a major problem, it is not entirely ex lusive to
the summary les. All indire t les an have wrong

entries or garbage in them and that is just a property
of Freenet and annot really be solved. Another performan e issue is that sin e these summaries may be
big, it would be a waste of bandwidth if someone only
wanted two entries for a ertain day but was for ed to
get the whole summary le. However, sin e time for
le retrival is small ompared to that of sear hing for
a le, the performan e improvement of summaries is
well worth than the o asionally wasted bandwidth.

Di

les Sin e we reinsert indire t les when they
are su esfully retrieved, it is very likely that many
of the entries in the summary for one day will be the
some as the entries for the next day. One solution to
this is to have two type of summary les for ea h day,
Base les and Di les. The Di le would ontain
the entries that are in today's indire t les but not
in yesterday's indire t les. The Base le would then
be the entries that are not in the di le for that day.
Then to get all the entries for a ertain date range,
only the Base le of the rst day and the di les
of the other days are needed. If the les used from
day to day are mostly the same, then we will be able
to save a lot of spa e. Of ourse the ombined Di
ould also have dupli ates. If this be ome a serious
problem, one ould make Di les that span several
days.

6 Results
To study the performan e hara teristi s of the above
des ribed sear hing methods, the base enumeration method with binary searhing optimizations and
the summary sear hing method were implemented.
These were both implemented in Java and extend the
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Figure 4: Stru ture of Summary Files
main Freenet implementation. The LIF method of
over omming the name ollision problem was not implemented due to time onstraints and diÆ ulty sin e
it required massive hanges to the Freenet server arhite ture. It is hoped that the implimented sear hing system will be integrated into the main Freenet
sour e and be ome widely used as the prefered sear hing method of Freenet.
6.1

we feel to be the most useful metri be ause that is
what people who are sear hing really are about. In
addition the other metri s that we logged all followed
the same trends as the time graphs do.
6.2

Enumeration

and

Enumeration

with Binary Sear h Comparison

To prove that the Enumeration method works as a
useful sear hing tool, we ran simulations of sear hes
on our Freenet test network. We were able to use the
Enumeration method to reliably insert multiple les
with the same keywords into the testbed and retrieve
the results of querys for keywords.
Next we ompared the basi Enumeration method
to the Enumeration method with the binary sear h
optimization. To do this, for ea h run, we used 50
virgin Freenet servers with randomly generated onne tions between the nodes. All of the servers and the
test lients were running on the same omputer with
the di erent runs not being run at the same time so
that they all would have a ontrol environment. The
50 servers were initially onne ted together with 40
random onne tions per node to approximate a well
onne ted Freenet topology.
We varied the number of total indire t les mat hing a parti ular keyword in Freenet and logged the
time that it took to do a request for one le mat hing
a parti ular keyword. We did not a tually retrive the
le that a parti ular keyword pointed to but rather
just the indire t le. This was done for three different modes. The Sequential mode, Binary Sear h
Optimization mode, and the Baseline whi h is simply an ora le that knows what the highest numbered
le to retrieve is and is just shown to pro le the time
that it takes to request an indire t le.

Test Methodology

All of the tests we ran were done with real Freenet
implimentations. We hope that be asue of this, our
results are more valid than if we simply used a simmulator. Our testing infrastru ture was a ombination of instumentation of Freenet servers and Perl
s ripts that automated the tests. The instumentation that was added to the server was the logging to
les of number and size of ea h message passed between servers and servers and lients in the Freenet
network. Also the times used for testing are real wall
lo k times aptured by live runs of the tests and thus
an have transient in onsisten ies due to operating
system overhead and Java overhead su h as Java's
built in garbage olle tion. We feel that these inonsistan ies are minimal be asue the ma hines that
these tests were being run on were only being used
for the purpose of these tests.
Our tests were run on several dual-pro essor x86
omputers with a gigabyte of RAM unsing Sun's Java
JDK 1.3 for Linux. Be ause of the use of wall lo k
time, omparative trials were run on the same omputers under the same load. For more information
on usage of the designed tools and a pointer to the
a tual ode see Appendix A.
In this paper we only display graphs for time, whi h
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parison
Comparison
As an be seen from Figure 5 our intuiton was orre t. The time it takes to sear h for the Sequential Enumeration grows linerarly with the number
of mat hing indire t les in Freenet. Also the Binary Sear h Optimization signi antly redu es the
required time to do a sea h and grows roughly as
the log2 of the number of mat hing indire t les in
Freenet. Lastly the Baseline plot shows that the average time it takes to request an indire t le with no
need to nd the highest le number is approximately
two se onds.
6.3

Enumeration

and

summaries when the summary for that day has not
been made yet. In this test the number of les for a
given keyword was stati at 200 a ross all trials.
The results from this test show some interesting
results as an be seen in Figure 6. As expe ted the
Binary Sear h beats the Sequen e sear h due to less
requests requests to nd the top value of the inserted
keyword. But surprisingly we still see that the Sequen e and Binary Sear h now grow linearly with the
number of les being retrieved. The reason for this is
that even though there is a onstant time a ross trials
to nd the highest numbered keyword, the sear hes
still have to retrieve the number of requested les.
This grows linearly with time.
The Summary method gives quite an improvment
over the Enumeration based methods be ause on e
one person does the work of generating the summary
le for a given day, subsequent requests are able to
use that summary eliminating the need to get many
les. As an be seen in Figure 6, the four peaks in
for the Summary runs orrespond to the four times,
on e for ea h day, that the user had to request all
of the les for that day. Sin e the number of les to
retrieve has a mu h larger impa t on time than the
size of the le, one an see that the summary method
has superior performan e.
??

Summary

Sear h Comparison

To ompare the Enumeration methods versus the
Summary Sear h we tested them with a xed number, 200, of mat hing indire t les in Freenet. Also we
distributed the les uniformly a ross four days all of
whi h were not "today" so that the Summary method
would always summarize a day on the rst request to
the server. The tests used 20 servers with 15 initial random onne tions between servers. We would
liked to have run more tests with a larger number of
servers, but unfortunately, due to the large amount
of memory that this test required, we were limited.
We did separate ontrolled requests against these
servers for the Sequen e sea hing, the Binary Sear h
and the Summary Sear h, varying the number of les
requested from 1 to 200. Note that this is in ontrast
to our earlier results where we were always requesting
only one le, but instead varied the number of les
for a single keyword in Freenet. For the Summary
trial, the algorithm works in su h a way that it gathers the newest do uments for a given keyword and
date range. Thus as more les are requested, the algorithm starts to ask for older lesk and has to build

7 Future Work
In the future we hope to ontinue with this proje t
and work with the main developers of Freenet to integrate our ideas and ode into the main Freenet sour e
tree.
While we have not had time to impliment LIFs
for this paper, we believe that it would be a worth7
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wile proje t to undertake as it would result in another hoi e in solving the name ollision problem in
Freenet. Also the performan e gain by using LIFs
would help in the adoption of Freenet as a useful information publishing system.
Other ideas that we didn't extensively explore but
had merit were the a hing of interse tion sear hes
and use of a entrally administered indexing system.
The idea behind a hing of interse tion sear hes is
that when one person does a sear h su h as a sear h
for foo AND bar, they insert some type of index into
Freenet su h that people in the future who want to
sear h for the interse tion of keywords just sear h for
thier summary le so that subsequent sear hes don't
have to do multiple sear hes with merging. This summary le would be inserted under some onvention
su h as being indexed by the rst keyword in lexiographi order. A entrally administered sear hing
system is another way to speed up sear hing. The
idea is to use some type of summarized system, su h
as the one des ribed in this paper, or a rawler of
Freenet webpages and have a trusted entrally administered entity like Yahoo every night rebuild a
large index of keywords in Freenet. Unfortunately
this has all of the problems with urrent indexing
systems su h as a ountability but it may prevail beasue it would signi antly redu e sear hing time.
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A.1

Enumeration Method and Binary
Optimization

Currently to use these tools, there are simple ommand line interfa es that are derived from the default
request and insertion lients in luded with Freenet.
These all an take the default ags su h that you
8

an use ustom port numbers and hange the logging
verbo ity, et .

Usage: freenet insert keyword URL
[input-file℄ f[keyword 0℄ ... [keyword n℄g
Usage: freenet insert keyword URL
[input-file℄ f[keyword 0℄ ... [keyword n℄g
Usage: freenet keyword request KEYWORD
OUTPUT FILE PREFIX NUMBER TO RETURN
Usage: freenet keyword request log
KEYWORD OUTPUT FILE PREFIX NUMBER TO RETURN

Summary
Method Currently this is
how one inserts an indire t file for the
summary method
Usage: MainSear h -i [string of entry℄ =
[date℄##[name℄##[key℄##[keyword℄##[keyword℄...
Currently this is how one performs a
sear h
Usage: MainSear h -s [string
of query℄ = [number of files
wanted℄##[startDayOfYear℄ [startYear℄##[endDayOfYear℄ [endYear℄##[keyword℄##[keyword℄...
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